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and their manufacture into cloth is more real when actual
materials are at hand to illustrate design, texture, and strength.
Study of the effect of the cotton shirts or blouses the children
are wearing with their trousers or skirts is, for them, an expe-
rience in clothing selection. Through practical demonstra-
tions only will the pupils get the "feel" of the weight, texture,
weave, and comparative wearing qualities of different fabrics.
THE COMPLETE COSTUME IS CONSIDERED
It is suitable for intermediate groups to begin a study of
the complete costume with its accessories. One such study
is reported as follows. All kinds of costume accessories were
brought to school including scarfs, ties, handkerchiefs, purses,
caps, and coat ornaments. They were examined for ideas,
design, color, and methods of construction. The pupils vis-
ited a department store and a store of limited prices to see
accessories. They then designed and made accessories, work-
ing out the color scheme to harmonize with the costume with
which each was to be worn. The finished products were dis-
played at a Parent-Teacher Association meeting when the
costumes were worn. Such activities are practical in the edu-
cation of boys as well as of girls.5 In rural districts the princi-
ples learned through such experiences might be gained by
making ornaments from natural products as seeds, shells,
bark, or berries.
In districts where the quality and price of clothing and
cleaning and mending of clothes are constant problems be-
cause of low income, the artistic aspects of dress may be
handled differently. They are, however, just as essential as
in more favored groups, if not more so. For example, a faded
dress may be dyed and new accessories may be made to change
its appearance. Several packages of dye and some muslin may
be evolved into attractive scarfs. Linoleum block designs
made in art study may be used on the ends of scarfs or for
decorating canvas or oilcloth purses or bags.
5 Ruth Wood Gavian, Education for Economic Competence, p. 86.

